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Azur lane pvp guide

Drills, sometimes called Operations, Mock Battles or PvP Battles, are the portion of the game where the player's fleet is pitched against a navy built by another player, aiming to build up Merit and progress in Rank. Periods Each player is given five additional attempts three times a day, and this number is shown on the right side of the
screen as 'X/10': The Daily Reset at 00:00 Server Time. 12 hours later, at 12 p.m. Server time. 6 hours later, at 18:00 Server time. Server time for JP is UTC+9. Server time for AND is UTC-7. Server time always offset the same UTC regardless of any nation's daylight saving time. It is added to the available efforts, up to a limit of 10,
except starting at new season. Each season lasts 2 weeks and starts with 5 attempts, regardless of how many were held before the recovery. Ranks are reset in tandem every two weeks with the weekly Tasks. The time to the next position recovery is listed above the remaining number of attempts for the day. Time to the next refresh is
displayed among the number of remaining attempts, as well as a button to switch the current opposing fleet with 4 new ones being adapted to the player's current Rank. This button can only be used 5 times a day, restored at 0000 JST (UTC+9). The number of available remaining resets is not displayed. If the number of available PvP
attempts is pushed more than 10 by a reset, any attempts over 10 will be permanently lost. Thus, players are recommended to ensure they are on 5/10 or fewer attempts before a recovery, and 0/10 before a maintenance that extends through two recovers. Note that the attempt number is deducted after a PvP battle ends, not after it starts
- therefore, a match that starts 1 minute before a reset but finishes 1 minute after a reset will count if deducted after the reset. Position and Merit The player will have a choice of four fleets, which are displayed in the middle of the screen, to fight against; this fleet is set up by other players whose Rank Position is close to the player's own.
The highest opponent available is displayed on the left and the lowest on the right; maximum Rank count is obtained by choosing the highest ranking (smallest number) opponent on the left. Rank information is displayed at the bottom left, which includes the icon for the player's current rank, and from top to bottom, the following 4 numbers:
Rank Score Ranking Total accumulated Merits this season Remaining Rank Score to next Rank Fleet selection icons are displayed at the bottom right, which is used to the defense navy other players will fight against when the player is selected as an opponent, and a series of buttons at the bottom for an Introduction to PvP, a link to the
Rank list, and a link to the Rank list, and a link to the Rank list. The Fighting is automated and ends when all the player's or the enemy's ships are In the case of a stalemate, fights are limited to five minutes. The amount of experience and Rank Count rewarded is determined by the opposing fleet, and the amount of merit gained is
determined by the player's current Rank. A win earned full experience, Rank score and . A defeat earned halved experience and , and no rank score was gained. Merits reward per victory increase as the player progresses through ranks. The amount of Merit awarded per Rank is listed in the table below. Before the Commodore rank, a
player's rank is determined solely by Rangtelling; after that, the player will also need to reach certain Rank Position thresholds for promotion. While the 'remaining Rank score to next rank' will be displayed as 0 if the relative rank (Top 100, etc.) requirements have not been met, players will still collect Rank Score by wins. Rank position is
determined by players' relative Rank score to others in descending order (1 is the current top-ranked player), and in the event of a tie, the player who reached that Rank score earlier will have a higher rank position (lower number). Every time a player ranks, they will be rewarded with a post that contains a certain amount of , which
increases as the player progresses through ranks. The amount per rank is included in the table below. Rank Minimum Rank Score (Victory) (Defeat) (Promotion) Base Rank Score Gain (Estimated) Private 軍曹 0 50 25 - 25 Petty Officer 曹⻑ 100 60 30 200 2 2 200 少尉 35 600 20 Lieutenant Junior Grade 中尉 300 70 35 600 17 Lieutenant
⼤尉 400 70 35 600 15 Lieutenant Commander 少佐 550 80 40 1000 15 Commander 中佐 700 80 80 40 1000 15 Captain ⼤佐 850 80 40 1000 12 Rear Admiral Lower Half 准将 - Top 1000 1050 90 45 1500 10 Rear Admiral 少将 - Top 600 1250 90 45 1500 10 Vice Admiral 中将- Top 300 1450 90 45 1500 10 Admiral ⼤将 - Top 100 1650
90 45 10 Navy Admiral 上級⼤将 - Top 50 1900 90 45 1500 10 Admiral of the Navy 元帥 - Top 10 2200 100 50 2500 10 Rank score awarded per win depends on the difference between the defending player's Rank score and the attacking player's rank score. While the exact calculations for Rank Score gain are unknown, a 30-35 Rank
score difference is estimated to have a difference of 1 on the Rank score, with the base Rank Score gain dependent on rank as shown above. Challenging lower-ranked players will pull off Rank score gained, so it's possible to get only 9 or less Rank score per win when challenging lower-ranked players. Total merit per season Total
available Merit for a two-week season is as follows: Ranks to Captain (last ranked achievable by Rank score alone): 5000 Ranks past Captain: 10000 210 fights: All losses: 5250 All wins: ~15000 (depending rank) Daily and Weekly tasks: 2000 a can expect to earn about 17000 in a season if he plays all the fights with a 50% Rate. A top
player could earn it about twice. Tasks Various tasks are PvP related and reward Merit. Task Description Rewards Note 进⾏1次军事演习 Claim victory 3 times in exercises. 100x Merit 获得30次军事演习胜利 Claim victory 30 times in drills. 300x Merit experience [math] \begin{align} \mathrm{BaseExperience} &amp;=
\lfloor\sum_i^N\mathrm{EnemyLevel} \times 1.5\rfloor + 171. \end{align} [/math] For example, a full Level 120 enemy navy gives 1251 experience and a two ship Level 1 enemy navy gives 174 experience. The MVP receives x2 experience, the flagship receives x1.5 experience, and if the flagship is the MVP, receive its x3 experience.
Moral and/or event experience modifiers do NOT apply in exercises. Defeat halves all experience values. Losing to a full level 120 fleet gives equivalent XP to win at a full level 50.5 fleet. Mechanics Ships don't do exactly the same thing in exercises as they do in sorts. The following changes are applied: Hitpoints All ship hits are multiplied
by a factor depending on the ship's level. Aircraft health is quadds. [math] \mathrm{ShipExerciseHP} = \mathrm{ShipHP} \times \left(0.9 + 0.012 \times\mathrm{ShipLevel}\right) [/math] Vanguards Destroyers receives 25% less damage, and gets 5% evasion rate. Light Cruisers receive 20% less damage, and handle 15% more damage.
Heavy Cruisers receive 15% less damage. Backliners Battleships, Battlecruisers, Aircraft Carriers, and Monitors trade 20% less damage. Light Carriers trade 10% less damage. Aviation slaughter ships and repair ships have no damage punishment. Attacker Bonus Attackers benefit from an additional 20% harm reduction factor. Bonus
stacking As usual, all sources of damage reduction stacks multiply by each other and everything else. Damage Dealt modifiers stack addition to the above penalties, provided they usually stack additions with other Damage Dealt modifiers. (eg. Tirpitz or Avrora damage bonuses) Damage over Time As usual, Fire and Flood Damage is not
affected by Damages And Damages received by modifiers, so they are not affected by special PvP rules. Ships with barrages all have alternate versions they use in exercises, most of which are equal in power to their PvE counterparts, but the pattern changes to align with enemy backline. When neither side has any remaining vanguards,
the game reports that the battle accelerates, which gives each ship a massive RLD stat buff, equal to a 300% RLD buff plus an additional 300.0 RLD stat. Strategies The rewards available at PvP are Ship experience and merit. That's why there are two common trains of thought regarding how best to use exercises: One is to maximize
experience gained by ships, which involves using ships that aren't at level 100 to fleet what they're challenge defeat (which cannot always be the highest player). Resets are if there is no navy can defeat the target fleet, and players can choose to challenge Navy, they have no chance of winning to gain the 50% experience, should they run
out of opponent resets. The other is to maximize profit, which involves using a full level 120 fleet to defeat the highest defense fleet available, which requires significantly more effort. In both cases players should always use all available PvP efforts for the season, but the ships used for PvP will differ, the opponents will differ, and when the
opponents are challenged will differ. In order to maximize Merit profit, players will want the Admiral of the Navy to reach rank for the 2500 promotion reward, and make as many attempts up to 90 per win as possible. In addition, the available defense players are reset only when the player uses the opponent reset button, or when the player
defeats one opponent of the current set. So, in order to maximize Rank Score (thereby maximizing one's chances of reaching the Admiral of the Navy rank), one has to wait for an opponent in their list to do their own PvP, which increases their Rangtelling, which in doing so increases the Rank score gained by the attacking player on
victory. Resets are used in this scheme to swap opponents if none of the available 4 after a while score a win (or if all 4 opponents use defence fleets that the player cannot defeat). Since one's current Ranking position is updated only when the application is refreshed, to check if an opponent has scored a win (and is now useless in a 11-
point victory), players will want to sign in from the Options menu and sign back from time to time. However, if falling under the Commodore Rank (top 1000) reduced Merit per win to 80, one should also attack before dropping out of the top 1000 while waiting for opponents to do their PvP attacks to maximise Merit. Maximizing merit is
therefore mostly done by maximizing Rank, which is done by maximizing Rank Count, which is done by balancing the wait for one's 4 opponents to do their fights first while avoiding falling among the top 1000. Players able to reach Admiral of the Navy Rank will almost always hide at some point in the top 1000, but outside the top 100 to 2
days, 12 hours before the ranked season ends, which is the earliest point that any player will be able to reach the 2200 Rank score minimum requirement for Admiral of the Navy. As different opponents do their PvP battles at different times, some players will get more Rank count than other players based on the opponents they match up
against. On a Can be said to be able to reach the Admiral of the Navy Rank at all, as well as what Rank they hold at the end of the season, is determined by their luck with the match system. Defense navy strategies to a player whose goal is maximized ship ship there's no need to set any particular defense fleet, which is why players can
choose to set easy fleets to other players an easier time, hard fleets to annoy other players, waifu/event-only fleets to show off, or meme navy for jokes. Some leave the navy as the default starter DD+ Long Island combination because they can't be bothered to change the setting. To a player whose goal Merits are maximized, defense
fleet setting will matter. Essentially, because players are the opponent of other players themselves, one might want to deliberately set easy fleets when they wake up and play the game to increase the chances that others will defeat them, and if any of the victory-chains cause one of the 4 specified rivals to get PvP wins earlier, it will
increase the chances of successfully reaching 5x 11 Rank score wins earlier. However, they will also deliberately want to set difficult fleets if they go to sleep (especially sleep causing one to go above 5/10 attempts), in order to reduce the chances of their Ranking position dropping below the top 1000. To a player whose goal is truly
maximized, strictly speaking, if your server has a wide range of naval strength or even if your server is on endgame (due to liquid meta, where an endgame player can defeat the other anyway), the use of weak defense fleets is NOT advised, because to maximize your position, you'd like opponents like those who are able to chase PvP
themselves (or at least be able to defeat Navy that's strong), which will be harder if you put poor defense navies, if you've allowed more weaker opponents who aren't their PvP to fill the gap, (More likely to roll into them), and also the odds of one of your 4 opponents meeting you are very unlikely (although this may occur) so if the only one
that poor defense fleet is you (or do minority as such) , you'll just disturb everyone because everyone can now roll into weak opponents who can't chase PvP. At later rank, because of the nature of when your score is relatively high, in order for other players to maximize their own score, they'll only attack you if you're the left-hand opponent
or can only attack if you've spent your PvP charges so they can maximize their own score even further, which mostly only occurs if you rank higher than them, and even then the opponents they randomly chose (they'll probably attack someone else), your chance to drop out of the top 1000 therefore it can be said again that poor defense
fleets are harmful to everyone if only a minority choose to do as such. Also, for Gensui Rush, citing the hour where players will be able to reach Admiral of the Navy (or Gensui) rank, only top 10 will be able to to get in, during this hour, it is advised to use the hardest fleet you use or the navy that can stall as much time as possible, so you
can complete your PvP before they do and get your Gensui before they could. (The same scoring players will be ranked based on chronological order of achieving said scoring). score).
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